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What’s in a game?

 McGonigal (2011). Reality is Broken. Random House.
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Digital Game-based Learning

Engagement
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Literature
participatory
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Interactive Fiction



A computer programme
A non-linear narrative
A simulation of a world
A game

Montfort (2003).Twisty Little Passages. MIT Press.
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The IF Lexicon



Writing IF
Inform 7

www.inform7.org                       www.playfic.com
 http://newmedia.hpiweb.com/

The Bedroom is a room. “The bedroom is a total mess. You 
can barely make out a bed underneath the piles of 
discarded clothes. There is a door to the south”.  
      
A room called Bathroom is south of the Bedroom. “The 
Bathroom is surprisingly clean. The pink walls and flowery 
toilet seat look somewhat out-of-place. The exit is north”.
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Writing IF

Quest 5
http://www.textadventures.co.uk/     http://quest5.net

http://quest5.net/
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 Play online:

 http://iplayif.com  http://parchment.toolness.com 

 Interpreter + game files:

Interactive Fiction Database : www.IFDB.tads.org 

Recommended interpreters:

Gargoyle for Mac, Linux and Windows

Frotz for iOS

Twisty for Android

 Lesson plans and further thoughts on IF for teaching 
and learning: IF ONLY - www.theswanstation.com

   Where to find Interactive  Fiction (and yes, it' free!)
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 It's a game because you have fun playing it and because it has the 
characteristics of a game. It's educational because the educational 
component is always present during the game. In IF, although you are 
learning English, you sometimes don't understand it because you are 
really enjoying the game".
 We learn English because we have to pay more attention to the 

words because  we want to move on.
 I had the freedom to make my character do what I wanted him to do 

and I didn't  know what to expect - that's what makes IF fun.
 It could be an important tool to learn different vocabulary that is 

used in more practical situations and not typical classroom behaviour.
 English is being practised when you command your character and 

sometimes you have to try to find other words to say the same thing  
you meant for the computer to understand what you are saying..

Pereira (2013). Cases in Digital Game-based Learning. IGI Global

Learner Perceptions of IF





Any questions/comments:
joep@theswanstation.com

joe.pereira@pt.britishcouncil.org

Thank audience> 

Please visit 
www.theswanstation.com

Joe thanks you!
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